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Dear Members,

I know that we all wished that 
we had seen the end of Covid 
restrictions and could get the 
Club back functioning to its 
fullest like it had been before 
the pandemic. Unfortunately, 
external events have again 
overtaken us and the Board 
are working hard to see how to 
ensure we continue to produce 
events and activities with 
everyone’s safety as our first 
priority.

Sadly, this newsletter will be my last as President.  I am having 
to deal with a complicated, life-changing situation at the moment 
and my time and energy have to be focused on that.  It is truly 
unfortunate timing as I had hoped to continue until June but these 
unforeseen circumstances have compelled me to step down 
effective immediately. 

The Board knows of my decision and Jennifer has been nominated 
to assume the role of President. I am very pleased and grateful that 
she has agreed. I leave you in excellent hands.  They are a great 
group of dedicated women and are doing fantastic work in difficult 
circumstances.

Thank you all for your support to date; the Club is only successful 
because of its members and I am confident that, despite the 
challenges we are facing, we will continue to thrive.

Best wishes,

Leonor
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GENERAL
MEETING
The New Year is a new opportunity to make a lasting commitment to your health and wellness. 

This is why we are focusing our first virtual General Meeting in 2022 on self-care strategies 

and understanding the underlying factors that can influence successful weight loss. 

So grab your tea or coffee and join Jennifer Barsky, our in-house health coach in conversation 

with Dr. Lena Kotrulja, one of Zagreb’s most well respected dermatologists as we explore 

how to look and feel great inside and out. Together with Dr. Kotrulja, we will discuss how our 

gut microbiome impacts our longevity, the role of genetics in healthy eating and the science 

behind beautiful, radiant skin.

Sincerely,  

Your Executive Board

January 18th, 2022
11:00 -12:15

ONLINE 

Google Meet joining info
Video call link: https://meet.google.com/qsw-topk-huf
Or dial: (HR) +385 1 2772 091  PIN:  633 764 18 #
More phone numbers: https://tel.meet/qsw-topk-huf?pin=3399490267284

Participation is free, but it is not too late to contribute to our charitable work by buying raffle tickets! 
All proceeds go to the purchase of children’s supplies for the temporary community center in 
Petrinja. Kindly transfer 10 kunas per ticket (in local currency only) by January 17th to: BANCO 
PBZ, IBAN: HR7823400091110445513 and make sure to put your name on the transfer so we 
know who to assign the tickets.

https://meet.google.com/qsw-topk-huf
https://tel.meet/qsw-topk-huf?pin=3399490267284
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GENERAL MEETING 

Speaker:

DR. LENA KOTRULJA

Dr. Kotrulja graduated graduated in 1991 from the 

Zagreb University School of Medicine and completed 

postgraduate studies in Dermatovenereology and 

in clinical Pediatrics as well as scientific work in 

Psychodermatology.  In 2011 she completed her 

PhD at the Zagreb University School of Medicine in 

the field of Biological Sciences. After 14 years with 

the Clinical Hospital Centre “Sestre milosrdnice”, 

she began her own private Clinic for Dermatology 

and venereology, pediatric, allergology and clinical 

immunology in Zagreb in 2015. She is the author 

and co-author of several scientific papers in both 

domestic and foreign journals and is a member of 

Croatian Society of Dermatology and Venereology, European Academy of Dermatovenereology, 

European Society of Pediatric Dermatology,  International Society of Trichoscopy, European Society 

of Dermatology and Psychiatry and International Society of Dermoscopy.

JENNIFER BARSKY

Ms. Barsky is a certified health coach from the Institute for 

Integrative Nutrition (IIN) in New York and an accredited 

yoga and meditation instructor.  She holds a Masters 

Degree from Columbia University and is the founder and 

CEO of Itsarz and the non-profit Itsarz Women’s Collective, 

dedicated to supporting midlife women’s health and 

wellness. 

Program



The change of venue for our office also gave 

rise to an unexpected and well received 

donation of more than 50 boxes of clothing 

and supplies that had been in storage 

from previous bazaars. We were incredibly 

pleased to be able to work with RETO Centar 

in Zagreb (http://www.retocentar.hr/). The 

proceeds of our donation will support their 

programs to help those suffering from 

addition reclaim their lives and their health. 

We highly recommend them for any future 

donation since they will send a truck for pick 
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PHILAN-
THROPY

PHILANTHROPY

T
he holiday season was a rewarding 

one for the IWCZ. We were honored 

to be able to deliver more than 75 

meals to those struggling in Zagreb to feed 

themselves and their families. While the 

purpose of the Soup Kitchen is to provide 

a nutritious meal, it is also an important 

source of community for those living alone 

and an entry point to services for individuals 

who are homeless or living in poverty.

One of the dominant feelings of the 

homeless is a sense of hopelessness. They 

tend to suffer from a deep sense of loss - 

home, friends and family. Every day is a fight 

for survival and sustenance. Knowing there 

is a place to go for refuge, where you can sit 

down without judgement, with people who 

will care for you without discrimination and 

offer you dignity is a value so much beyond 

just the warm meal. We are grateful to all of 

you for making our contribution possible, 

especially during this cold holiday season.

up, not just for clothing and salable items but 

also old furniture which they refurbish and 

sell in their shops to fund their programs. 

They can be reached at 01 2947 125 or via 

email at: info@retocentarzagreb.hr

We were saddened Covid prevented us 

from holding our raffle but remain excited 

to share with you the amazing wealth of 

prizes that are yet to be distributed and to 

be able to hand over a generous donation 

to SOLIDARNA Foundation for the much 

needed supplies for the children’s activities 

at the temporary container center. It is 

not too late to participate if you have not 

already! Reach out to one of your board 

members for tickets!

We wanted also to remind all of our 

members that we continue to look for 

a new charity coordinator to join our 

wonderful volunteer board and help 

us make a lasting contribution to our 

philanthropic efforts in 2022.

Every day is a fight for survival and sustenance

http://www.retocentar.hr/
http://info@retocentarzagreb.hr


LANGUAGES
Croatian Conversation 
For more information, please contact 
Ina at

istasevic@vub.hr

French Conversation 
for beginners
For more information, please contact 
Marie-Claire at 

mcl.python@yahoo.com

Italian Conversation 
(once a month)

For more information, please contact 
Roberta 

rmontebelli@gmail.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Volunteers needed - English/German/
Spanish native speakers to hold conversation 
classes. Please contact activities@iwcz.hr if 
you are interested in leading one of these 
groups.

BOOK CLUB
The  chosen book for this month’s read is: Trust by 
Domenico Starmone, it has been said  (reference The 
Sunday Times Culture Magazine 12.12.21) that he is the 
ex husband of Elena Ferrante and an even better writer 
:-).. We are looking forward to reading it and finding out 
whether this is so.

Our next meeting will be held on Wednesday 19th January 
@ 11:00 at The Capital Hotel. Anyone wishing to join us is very welcome, 
please feel free to contact Johanna (jparnisengland@gmail.com) and you will 
be added to the Whatsapp group.

Wishing you all a wonderful New Year ahead!Looking forward to seeing you! 

Johanna
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ACTIVITIES

MAHJONG GROUP
Our wonderful Lili is willing to lead a Mahjong group again. 

Minimum 4 ladies required. 

For more information, please contact Lili at liligmlin@yahoo.se

MahJong: the game we play is NOT putting two tiles together (as you see by “googling”).Only the 
“tiles/bricks” are looking the same. 
MahJong is a game where four persons (can be three also) per table and each is a Wind and puts 
the tiles (min 14) together in different combinations. We use “books” or tablets as help and it is 
very easy to learn...... We are not competing but having fun enjoying ourselves.
    See You,Lili

WALKING GROUP
- We have a wonderful group that 
goes for walks and starts from Lagvić 
Restaurant in Šestine, where you will 
walk up Sljeme for 1.5-2 hrs, including 
coffee time.

If you are interested in joining this 
group and enjoying the beautiful nature 
of Zagreb, please Naomi at:

nsk@lulu1.net or at +385 91 1557776. 

Another walking group will start 
from November and goes for walks 
in Maksimir Park, on Tuesday’s from 
10-11am. Children and dogs are 
welcome.

If you are interested in joining this 
group, please contact Natasa Giapi at:

natasa.giapi@gmail.com or at +385 91 
2311972

Weekly Activities

mailto:istasevic%40vub.hr?subject=
mailto:mcl.python@yahoo.com 
mailto:mcl.python@yahoo.com 
mailto:mcl.python@yahoo.com 
mailto:activities@iwcz.hr
mailto:jparnisengland%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:liligmlin@yahoo.se 
mailto:nsk%40lulu1.net?subject=
http://natasa.giapi@gmail.com


Every Monday there is one hour lesson with PGA golf coach, 
Darko Ljubanovic, followed by coffee or lunch at  Riverside 
Golf Clubhouse. All equipment provided, just bring comfortable 
clothes and sports shoes. If you already play golf and would 
like to play instead of a lesson, join for a game at the same day 
and time. 

 Lessons: Monday at 10 AM 

 Golf playing group: Monday at 10:30 AM (same day)

 Where: Riverside Golf club 

https://www.riversidegolf.hr/

 Costs: 120 kn per lady. 5 ladies per group maximum.  

 Contact: Gordana Popovic Vincic at 0911233346

For ladies that already play golf: 40 % off Green fee, possibility to 
rent clubs

ACTIVITIES
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JOIN THE GROUP AND LEARN 
HOW TO PLAY GOLF.

Other Info:
Bridge

We are looking forward to starting the group “learn to play Bridge” again. 
More details will follow.

Volunteers needed
Cooking classes

Who loves cooking and would like to organize cooking classes for other 
members? Please let us know at activities@iwcz.hr

Dear members, should you 

have any other suggestions 

for weekly or monthly 

activities for our members 

to enjoy, reach out to us 

via activities@iwcz.hr and 

info@iwcz.hr

Where: ONLINE

When: Thursday 20th of January at 6pm

A big thank you to those ladies who joined us for Zagreb’s first 
Menopause Cafe hosted by the IWCZ. Back by popular demand, 
we will be hosting a second cafe in January. A donation of 50 
kuna is requested with all proceeds going to our charitable partner 
SOLIDARNA Foundation. For more information, please contact our 
host, Jennifer Barsky at vicepresident@iwcz.hr

https://www.riversidegolf.hr/
mailto:activities%40iwcz.hr%20?subject=
mailto:activities%40iwcz.hr?subject=
mailto:info%40iwcz.hr?subject=
http://vicepresident@iwcz.hr
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January Activities
ACTIVITIES

CERAMICS WORKSHOP
A CERAMICS WORKSHOP ORGANIZED TOGETHER WITH RAINBOW 
ART STUDIO, WE WILL BE CREATING WITH OUR HANDS

When: Friday 21 st of January at 10am

Workshop lasts for 3 school hours

Where: Studio Rainbow Art – Brezovica, Novi Zagreb (5 minutes 
drive from Arena Center)

Costs: 250 kuna per person (including all materials and glazing 
of all finished items)

Maximum number of people: 8 - first come, first serve (pending on possible additional / adjusted measures Croatian 
Government)

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr before Tuesday 18 th of January

More information: www.arcus.hr

VISIT CROATIAN 
MUSEUM OF NAÏVE ART
TOUR OF THE MUSEUM WITH ENGLISH GUIDE

When: Tuesday 25 th of January at 11am - TBC Tour lasts 
approx. 30 minutes

Where: Museum of Naïve Art- address Ćirilometodska ul. 3

Costs: minimum of 6 persons, costs will be 80 kuna per 
person for entrance and guide. With more than 6 persons, 
the costs will be a bit less

Maximum number of people: 10 - first come, first serve (pending on possible additional / adjusted measures 
Croatian Government)

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr before Friday 21 th of January

More information: https://hmnu.hr/

Dear members, please note that all activities are TBC because 
of pandemic situation and circumstances.

http://activities@iwcz.hr
https://hmnu.hr/


ACTIVITIES

HOMEOPATHY
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HOMEOPATHY THIS IS YOUR CHANCE 
TO JOIN ANDREJA MILOVIC’S WORKSHOPS.

Where: will be held ONLINE via IWCZ Google Meet platform 
for the time being due to Covid19 epidemic situation or in the 
Amadria Park Hotel

Costs: Free

Contact: Andreja directly: andrejamilovic1@gmail.com

When: January 26 2022 from 10 -12 via Google Meets. (if allowed, there might be classes in person also - Andreja can 
inform you further)

HOMEOPATHY: STRESS, ANXIETY, SLEEP DISORDERS &AMP; DEPRESSION

This class will examine the importance and impact of our mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing on our overall state of 
health. Attendees will learn to recognize acute emotional distress and how to address them with appropriate homeopathic 
remedies. The various features of individual triggers and responses leading to stress, anxiety, sleep disruptions and 
depression in the context of Covid-19 and earthquakes will also be discussed.

About the presenter: Andreja Milović, CCH studied allopathic medicine at the School of Medicine, University of Zagreb, Croatia. 
She is a graduate of the 4-year program in Classical Homeopathy at The School of Homeopathy New York, NYC, in 2006. In 2009 
she completed Advance Postgraduate Program in Classical Homeopathy at the Pacific Academy of Homeopathy, San Francisco, 
CA. She is nationally certified by the Council for Homeopathic Certification (USA) and is also a member of the National Center for 
Homeopathy. In her 14 years of practice she attended many national and international seminars, conferences in homeopathy and 
other CAM modalities. Her special interest is integrative health and the homeopathic treatment of families and children. Andreja 
enjoys practicing homeopathy together with her husband, a fellow homeopath, Robert Bannan, LCH, LCCH. 

For more information on Zagreb and events, www.infozagreb.hr/events

For more information on Croatia and events, https://croatia.hr/en-GB/Activities-and-attractions/Events

FURTHER INFORMATION ON ZAGREB AND CROATIA

VISIT THE ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM 
ZAGREB
TOUR OF THE MUSEUM WITH ENGLISH GUIDE.

When: Friday 28 th of January at 11am - TBC

Tour: 45-60 minutes

Where: Ethnographic Museum - address Mažuranić 
Square 14

Costs: minimum 5 persons, 50 kuna pp including entrance fee and English guide. More than 5 persons, costs 
will be less. Payment in cash at the Museum.

Maximum number of people: 10 (pending on possible measures Croatian Government)

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr before Tuesday 25 th of January

More information: http://www.emz.hr/Visit
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mailto:andrejamilovic1%40gmail.com?subject=
http://www.infozagreb.hr/events
https://croatia.hr/en-GB/Activities-and-attractions/Events
http://activities@iwcz.hr
 http://www.emz.hr/Visit
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RESULTS: 2021 
MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
BY MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR, ALLISON STEPINAC

We asked, and (more than half of) you answered! Thank you to everyone 
who filled out the membership survey. We learned a lot about who our 
members are and what they want—and are already putting what we learned 
into practice!

WHO WE ARE

We all know we are a diverse and international club. Taking a look at all 96 of our members, we represent 36 different 

countries and speak a dozen languages! We have a variety of ages represented, too.

At the same time, we have many things in common. The 

majority of our members are married or in a committed 

partnership, have children, and live in Zagreb. Most of us also 

have strong ties to Croatia. While the club provides a refuge 

to newcomers and short-term residents, half of respondents 

have lived in Croatia for over ten years! Seventy percent of 

respondents also said they speak at least some Croatian. 

Svaka čast cure!

WHAT MEMBERS WANT

The primary goal of the membership survey was to get to know what you want from your board. Last year, less than half 

of respondents reported regularly attending more than one event each month. And while the COVID-19 situation has been 

challenging to us both as a club and as individuals, we want to increase that number. Respondents said the best time for 

events is in the morning, although more than half of members are also available in the evenings. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

and Thursdays are the preferred days. You’ll notice we are already scheduling activities based on these guidelines!
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We also learned what activities are of the most interest to our members. Of all the options, here were the five activities 

even more popular than the General Meetings (which was ranked 6th). COVID-measures permitting, we will be focusing 

our efforts on planning activities in these five categories in addition to the GMs.

With COVID-19 in mind, we also asked about online events, and more than half of respondents said they would join online 

activities. That being said, we sure hope to see even  more than 50 percent of you at our virtual GM on January 18. 

Lastly, respondents told us email is by far the preferred way to find out about events—so keep reading the newsletter and 

weekly bulletin that arrive in your email inbox, and let us know if you aren’t getting these emails!

WILLING VOLUNTEERS

We learned something else exciting through this survey, and that is how open our members are to helping out, planning 

activities, or sharing their hobby or skill with other members. In fact:

60% of respondents expressed interest in joining a committee;

25% of respondents offerred to share their hobby or skill with other members; and 

20% of respondents offerred to write for the newsletter.

Thank you! Your engagement and support make our club what it is. If you are one of the members who expressed interest 

in joining a committee, please consider stepping up to fill one of our two vacant board positions (Philanthropy Coordinator 

or Vice President). If you are willing to share your hobby or skill, please contact activities@iwcz.hr to set up a workshop or 

SURVEY
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lecture. And if you have something to submit for this newsletter, please reach out to newsletter@iwcz.hr. And unless you 

submitted the survey anonymously, don’t be surprised if we contact you directly and ask for help.

RESPONDING TO FEEDBACK

We carefully read all feedback respondents submitted, and are actually acting on it. We had some negative feedback on 

the catering for GMs, so we spoke to the hotel to improve it. One member requested the ability to pay for the GM on 

the meeting date itself. While having an accurate headcount is important for planning purposes, we also understand that 

sometimes we all need a little flexibility, so we have agreed to allow payment on the meeting date in the amount of 100 

kuna (in comparison with the 90 kuna in advance). The other key comments related to GM speakers and conducting more 

philanthropy work. Please know that the board is actively working to improve these items, but we also need to fill the now-

vacant Philanthropy and Vice President positions. Your patience in the interim is much appreciated.

 Lastly…thank you to all of those who shared words of encouragement!

In sum, thank you to everyone who filled out our membership survey. Your opinions matter and your voice was heard. We 

know we will be an even better club because of it. 

SURVEY
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By Jennifer Barsky

 Redefining your resolutions in 2022. 
Focus on managing your weight without 

mismanaging your health.

S
o often, January 1st represents 

not just a new year, but a 

new beginning in our health 

and wellness journey. A line in the 

sand when we say, “I am going to do 

things differently.” Often, however, this 

means the start of a new diet, rather 

thana focus on our overall and long-

term wellbeing.

This holiday, I have been reflecting 

a great deal on what the start of 

the new year will mean for me and 

for my clients. Covid has been a 

perpetual reminder of the ‘possibility’ 

of becoming ill and the particular 

risk getting sick implies for those 

who are older or with underlying 

conditions. Having spent time close 

to aging parents I was also struck 

by how different the second half of 

our lives can be depending on our 

weight, our muscle strength and our 

overall lifestyle and self-care regimen. 

I experienced first hand how limiting 

our body’s decline can be if we let 

ourselves go in the wrong direction 

and how empowering aging can be 

when we put in place early a routine 

of healthy self-care.

It’s more than what we see in the 

mirror

When we talk about health, there is no 

question our weight matters. Far beyond 

our self-esteem and connection to our 

bodies, it matters a great deal. Probably 

more than most of us even think. Being 

overweight increases the risk of many 

serious and often preventable diseases. 

Extra weight makes you more likely to 
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suffer from diabetes and to have high 

blood pressure and high cholesterol. 

Both of those conditions make heart 

disease or stroke more likely. Even 

some cancers, such as breast, 

colon and kidney.

Carrying extra weight is also 

tremendously hard on our 

joints, par t icularly knees 

and hips, causing pain and 

worsening soft tissue damage 

and osteoarthritis—a progressive 

wear- and-tear disease of the 

joints. Every pound of body 

weight places four to six pounds 

of pressure on each knee joint. 

This means, being just 10 pounds 

overweight increases the force 

on your knees by 40 to 60 

pounds with every step you take. 

A huge risk to your long term 

quality of life. When you have 

pain you are less likely to move 

regularly, increasing the risk of 

painful swelling and severely 

constraining your desire and 

ability to remain active, enjoy walks 

and to travel.

Why dieting is not the answer

When someone tells you they are on a 

diet, what immediately comes to mind?

Something restrictive? A fad or latest 

trend? A quick fix? Willpower?

The problem with dieting is that it is 

inherently short term, often counter-

productive and in worst case, even 

dangerous. In fact, dieting is one of 

the best ways to gain weight. Dieters 

followed over the long term are actually 

more likely than equivalent non-dieters 

to end up gaining weight over the next 

two to 15 years after the diet. 

Dieting is stressful, and it triggers 

an increase in stress hormones, 

which are linked to weight gain 

(particularly the more dangerous 

visceral, or belly, fat). It also 

makes you suppress and ignore 

your hunger. Over time, that can 

make you less responsive to your 

natural hunger cues, and put you 

at greater risk of emotional eating, 

eating out of boredom, and more 

vulnerable to environmental cues 

that tell you to eat more than your 

body actually needs. This makes 

it the opposite of healthy and as 

we get older, this is something we 

can ill afford.

Five tips for healthy weight loss 

and long-term health 

Not dieting does not mean eating 

everything we want, any time. 

But neither is it cutting out entire food 

groups, not eating for long periods of 

the day, or eating excessive amounts 

of one food at the expense of others. A 

longevity diet means taking care to feed 
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and nurture our bodies with movement, 

a variety nutritious foods and lifestyle 

practices that will help us reach our 

ideal weight and then sustain our health 

and vitality. The following tips can help 

you to achieve this balance:

1. Eat plenty of vegetables: You 

may be surprised to hear that we 

are intended to eat five servings 

of vegetables daily and that each 

serving represents a half cup cooked 

vegetable or one cup raw vegetables. 

That may seem like a lot because 

it is. I recommend adding greens, 

cauliflower or cucumber to a morning 

smoothie, or even enjoying a salad 

bowl for breakfast. Another great way 

of packing in the vegetables is to make 

creamy soups by sautéing vegetables 

and then puréeing them with broth 

or water and enjoying before a meal 

of clean proteins, whole grains and 

healthy fats.

2. Remove added sugar and refined 

flours: In general, sugar and white 

flours have very little to offer in terms 

of your health but lots to offer to your 

belly and hips! Consider eliminating 

them entirely. Not only do they cause 

weight gain, they are often laden with 

bad chemicals. Perhaps even more 

importantly, white flours have been 

stripped of the incredibly important 

fiber that accompanies whole grains. 

Fiber not only keeps us feeling full 

longer, it helps stabilize blood sugar to 

prevent unregulated eating and carries 

toxins out of the bowel to reduce the 

risk of cardiovascular disease and 

cancer. Substitute with whole grains 

such as buckwheat, brown rice, whole-

wheat, or oatmeal.

3. Drink your water: Water 

is life and the most effective 

appetite suppressant. When 

your stomach senses it is 

full, it sends signals to 

the brain to stop eating. 

Because water takes up 

space it leads to a feeling 

of fullness and reduces 

hunger. When you think you 

are hungry, drink a glass 

of water first. You may 

find you were just thirsty. 

Water is also essential to 

building muscle, clearing 

our bowels and even helping to burn 

fat. Drink at least 2-3 liters per day by 

starting with a full glass first thing in 

the morning and then having a bottle 

handy to keep track of your intake 

and replenish throughout the day and 

ideally, outside of meal time.

4. Build lean muscle: Maintaining our 

strength is critical as we age, not just 

to keep ourselves active, but to keep 

our metabolism functioning effectively.

The more muscle, the greater our 

metabolism and our body’s ability to 

burn fat even when we are at rest. Less 



muscle means less calories burned, greater weakness and less mobility, both of which may increase your risk of falls 

and fractures, something we know is especially important for women after menopause who may be at greater risk of 

osteoporosis. This is why it is so important to include weight training as we age and get enough clean protein so our 

bodies can break it down into amino acids to build muscle.

5. Improve your gut microbiome: One of the main goals of all my clients’ nutrition programs is to restore a healthy gut. 

This is because recent science has taught us that our bellies are an amazon jungle of trillions of bacteria and the source 

of our healthy longevity that helps control digestion, benefits our immune system and fends off preventable disease.

Throughout our lives, we are either destroying that healthy environment through alcohol, stress, smoking and processed 

foods, or we are nurturing and maintaining it. Because an imbalance of unhealthy and healthy microbes in the intestines 

may contribute to weight gain, high blood sugar, high cholesterol and even disease, it is essential to spend time nurturing 

a  healthy digestive tract. 
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RECIPES FOR YOU
Recipes by Mickael Alix

STARTER OF SAINT-JACQUES, MÂCHE, BLACK TRUFFLE

INGREDIENTS (4 PEOPLE)

Preparation of the Saint-Jacques

12 scallops

Preparation of the truffle

1 black truffle of 30 g

Preparation of the dressing

2 shallots

5 c. to s. wine vinegar

2 tbsp. to s. of water

4 tbsp. to s. olive oil

Truffle peelings

Preparation of scallops

The 12 scallops

The dressing

Freshly ground pepper

Salt

Preparation of the lamb’s lettuce

150 g lamb’s lettuce

2 tbsp. olive oil

Salt flower

Finishes and presentation

Freshly ground pepper

The reserved truffle

The rest of the dressing

Sliced   scallops

Lamb’s lettuce

Chef and President Disciples Escoffier Hrvatska

DIRECTIONS

Preparation of the Saint-Jacques

Open the scallops. Collect the 
nuts and get rid of all their 
filaments (or have it done by the 
fishmonger). Place them in a dish, 
wrap them in film and set aside in 
the refrigerator.

Preparation of the truffle

Brush the truffle under running 
water and dry it in kitchen paper. 
Peel it, place it on a small plate. 
Film it and put it in the fridge. 
Chop the peelings very finely. 
Reserve them separately.

Step 1: Prepare the dressing

Peel and finely chop the shallots. 
Place them in a small saucepan. 
Pour in the vinegar and add the 
truffle peels. Reduce by half over 
low heat. Then pour in the water 
first, then the olive oil, whisking 
well. Reserve in the fridge.

Step 2: Preparation of the scallops

Cut the scallops horizontally into 
thirds and spread these slices as 
you go in a dish. Salt lightly and 
give a good turn of freshly ground 
pepper. Cover them with three 
quarters of the vinaigrette. Film 
the dish and keep it in the fridge.

The end of the year celebrations have ended but we cannot stop enjoying exquisite flavors, this delicious recipe 
can be enjoyed all winter since it is the season for scallops, lamb lettuce and truffles.



4 tbsp. at. s of white wine

Finishing and dressing

The pie dough

Chilled vegetable tians

Tomato fondue
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VEGETABLE TIAN TATIN CAKE

INGREDIENTS (4 PEOPLE)

Olive oil

Salt

Freshly ground pepper

Before the start of the recipe: preparing 
the pie dough

110 g butter

150 g of type 45 flour

65 g of potato starch

4 g of salt

1 egg

Step 3: Prepare the lamb’s lettuce

Clean, wash and wring out the lamb’s lettuce. Place it in 
a salad bowl. Drizzle with olive oil. Sprinkle a few grains 
of fleur de sel and mix.

Step 4: Finishes and presentation

Divide the lamb’s lettuce salad among four plates. Place 
the slices of scallops on top, in a rosette, then add the 
vinaigrette. Grate the truffle directly on the plates. Give a 
good turn of freshly ground pepper on each of them and 

A tarte tatin? No ! This vegetable-
based recipe will surprise you ... a 
fragrant and gourmet dish.

DIRECTIONS

Before the start of the recipe: preparing the pie dough

Cut the butter into small pieces on a plate and work with a fork until smooth. Combine flour, potato starch 
and salt in a bowl or the bowl of a food processor. Add the butter and the egg and knead until the dough 
is smooth but without overworking it. Roll it into a ball, wrap it in plastic wrap and let it sit in the fridge 
for 2 hours.

Step 1: Preparation of the onion marmalade

Preparation of the onion marmalade

4 white onions

1 sprig of thyme

Preparing the vegetables

8 small zucchini

8 mini eggplants

8 small Marmande tomatoes
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Peel and mince the onions. In a sauté pan heated with a drizzle of olive oil, brown and salt them. Add the 
thyme leaves and cook over low heat until they are marmalade. Clear them in a cul-de-poule. Adjust the 
seasoning with salt and freshly ground pepper.

Step 2: Prepare the vegetables

Wash all the vegetables, dry them and cut them into very thin slices. Preheat the oven to 180 ° C. On a 
baking sheet, place 4 non-stick molds 8 cm in diameter. With a brush, polish them with a little olive oil.

Place the vegetable slices in a rosette, interspersing their color. Salt lightly. Then spread the onion 
marmalade over it and pour 1 tbsp. to s. of white wine.

Bake for 15 minutes. Let the tians cool in their mold.

Step 3: Finishing and dressing

Roll out the pie dough to a thickness of 2 mm. Cut 4 circles 8 cm in diameter. Lower the oven temperature 
to 170 ° C. Place a layer of tomato fondue on each tian. Then place a circle of dough on each of the tians 
and put them back in the oven for 15 minutes.

Take out the pies, turn them over on a baking sheet, polish them with a brush with a little olive oil and 
pass them under the grill or the salamander to brown the onion marmalade. Serve right away.

If you want any advice, do not hesitate to contact mickaelalix@mac.com

or through his website https://mickaelalix.wixsite.com/website-1

http://mickaelalix@mac.com
https://mickaelalix.wixsite.com/website-1
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JANUARY
PHOTOS
BOARD MEETING

MISCELLANEOUS

BOOK CLUB

VISIT TOMISLAV BUNTAK WORKSHOP



MISCELLANEOUS
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KLOVIĆEVI DVOR, EXHIBITION OSKAR HERMANN

MISCELLANEOUS
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ADVERTISING
TEXT ONLY

0-50 WORDS | 50 KN
51-100 WORDS | 100 KN
101-150 WORDS | 150 KN
151-200 WORDS | 200 KN

GRAPHIC BUSINESS AD

1/3 PAGE | 210 KN
1/2 PAGE | 280 KN
1 PAGE | 420 KN

GOLD SPONSORSHIP. Exclusive 1 per month.
2500 kuna monthly.
Includes:
- Ad on social media once a week (4 a month)
- Brief presentation of the company at the General meeting
- Visit the place organized by the club so that the ladies get to know the company/
product up close.
- An article or interview in the 2-page Newsletter.
- Announcement in the Weekly bulletin

ADVERTISING POLICY

As of the November newsletter, we have returned to the usual prices, with the aim of raising funds for our 
Charity Corner.

The Newsletter will be available on our website and will be sent in pdf format to all club members, the diplomatic 
corps and will be shared on social networks.
 
This year, the Newsletter has a more entertaining format, it is rather a magazine in which we not only share 
activities and information about the club, but also have articles of great interest to the community.

The Club receives financial support from advertising and the IWCZ does not endorse the products or services 
that are advertised.
Anyone wishing to advertise in the IWCZ monthly newsletter must submit the design, accompanied by the OIB 
number and invoice details. All text included in the advertisement is considered and charged according to the IWCZ 
advertising policy. In some cases, the ads will be reformatted according to the design needs of the IWCZ newsletter.

Payments can be submitted via bank transfer.
MEDJUNARODNI KLUB ZENA
IBAN number: HR7823400091110445513
PBZ account number: 2340009-1110445513

Kindly note that submissions are to be sent by the 30 of each month and payment is required before the issuing 
of the advert. 

We thank you for your support!
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